HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: sheet music {or pages from a book}
:: pencil, scissors & some type of adhesive
   :: circle pattern or circle punch
   :: string for hanging
   :: glue gun

STEP ONE

fold one sheet of paper into a size that will fit your circle pattern
STEP TWO

Trace the circle and cut out

STEP THREE

Stack all of the circles, fold in half. Then adhere each folded circle on top of each other. When you fold it open you will have a ball. Adhere the last side to keep its shape.

If you prefer, you can use a circle punch. Mine is small, which made a sweet little ball.
STEP FOUR

Add a string for hanging

Thread through center hole, tie a knot in the end, add a dab of hot glue to secure. Tie a knot with a loop for the opposite side.
GLASS DROP

HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: ornament template {at the end of the tutorial}
:: scrapbook paper
:: glass drops {found at a craft store}
:: scissors, pen & hot glue

STEP ONE
print template on scrapbook paper

STEP TWO
trace shape of glass drop

STEP THREE
cut out
STEP FOUR

add two dabs of hot glue

STEP FIVE

press on glass drop

STEP SIX

hot glue a loop of ribbon to the back for hanging
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: playing cards {these are from an old game found at the thrift store}
:: book page
:: scissors, hole punch & glue gun

STEP ONE

select two playing cards
**STEP TWO**

Put glue on the back side of one card.

**STEP THREE**

Press second card on top.

**STEP FOUR**

Punch a hole in the center top.

**STEP FIVE**

Cut a strip of book page.

**STEP SIX**

Thread paper through hole.

**STEP SEVEN**

Press together with hot glue.
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: tissue paper
:: floral wire
:: scissors

STEP ONE
stack four sheets of tissue

STEP TWO
cut into a rectangle
large blooms cut 8 x 10
small blooms cut 6 x 8

STEP THREE
fold up 1 inch
continue in an accordion fashion
STEP FOUR
round each end

STEP FIVE
wrap a piece of wire around center and twist to secure

STEP SIX
open the folds

STEP SEVEN
gently separate each layer of tissue and fluff
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: number printout {at the end of the tutorial}
:: black cardstock
:: sheet music
:: scissors, pencil & some type of adhesive
:: glitter {I use Stickles glitter glue - found [here](#)}
:: glue gun
:: hole punch
:: string for hanging

STEP ONE

- cut out each number

STEP TWO

- adhere to black paper

STEP THREE

- cut out to create a border
STEP FOUR

add glitter to the edge of the number print out

STEP FIVE

trace onto black paper and cut out a circle for the back

STEP SIX

cut strips of sheet music

$\{ 2 \frac{1}{4} \times 11 \}$

STEP SEVEN

fold up about $3/4$ inch in accordion fashion

STEP EIGHT

using adhesive, attach four strips of folded paper to create one long strip
STEP EIGHT
attach ends to create a circle

STEP NINE
scrunch together and glue to hold in place

STEP TEN
hot glue the back and front circles onto the center of the paper folds

STEP ELEVEN
cut a piece of string
hole punch top center
thread string
tie in knot
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9
10 11 12
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: assorted scrapbook paper
:: jute twine
:: scissors, hole punch, tape

STEP ONE

cut triangles from several sheets of assorted scrapbook papers
STEP TWO

punch holes in top corners of each triangle

STEP THREE

wrap a piece a tape around end of twine

thread through hole, starting from the back

then through the other hole continue with each triangle
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: book pages
:: scissors
:: glue gun

**STEP ONE**
cut book page into strips approximately 1 x 5

**STEP TWO**
bend strip into circle adhere with hot glue

**STEP THREE**
put second strip through first, form bend into circle and adhere.

Continue with each strip to form a long paper chain.
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: lots of fabric flowers
{tutorial found on jonesdesigncompany.com
or click here}
:: ribbon
:: scissors
:: glue gun

STEP ONE
cut ribbon to desired garland length

STEP TWO
put a dab of glue on back of flower

STEP THREE
press ribbon to hold

STEP FOUR
attach a ribbon at even increments along the ribbon {mine are about 12 inches apart}
JINGLE BELL WREATH

HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: wire hanger
:: jingle bells {assorted sizes}
:: wire cutters
:: ribbon

STEP ONE
cut wire and bend into desired wreath size

STEP TWO
create a small loop on one end using pliers
STEP THREE

thread bells onto wire randomly alternating sizes

STEP FOUR

thread end of wire through loop

STEP FIVE

cut off extra wire

STEP SIX

leaving a loop for hanging, tie a knot or bow
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: fabric {I used wool}
:: scissors
:: hot glue gun & lots of glue
:: wreath form {10 inch}

STEP ONE

Cut fabric into strips
{2 - 3 inches wide x the length of your fabric}

STEP TWO

Wrap one strip around wreath form to cover
STEP THREE

Begin by bunching and scrunching each strip and adhering with dabs of hot glue. Continue around the wreath until it is covered. This takes a lot of glue and some playing around to get the fabric bunched how you like.

STEP FOUR

To hang, cut a small strip, loop over and glue to the back
HERE IS WHAT YOU NEED:
:: book pages
:: wreath form
:: ribbon to cover form
:: scissors
:: glue gun

STEP ONE
wrap wreath with ribbon

STEP TWO
cut pages into strips of varying widths

STEP THREE
loop strip over attach with glue
STEP FOUR

Glue loops onto wreath, starting at the back and moving to the inside. You can vary the loop size.

STEP FIVE

To finish the back, create a loop with an extra tail, attach to the wreath at the loop, then fold under the tail and adhere with hot glue.
Begin by adding the garlands {ribbon, bunting and flower garland} to an inexpensive pre-lit tree
add layers of ornaments (playing cards, glass drop, assorted christmas balls) and a nonna wreath to top it off.

Everything on this tree was purchased at a thrift store, craft store or found around the house.
It cost less than $25!
Beginning with a pre-lit tree, add paper chain garland, then tissue flower
add in accordion ornaments, paper ball ornaments and the loop wreath to the top

We put in thrifted creamers, teacups and white accessories to finish it off
An assortment of unconventional ornaments {silver bowls, creamers, pitchers, napkin rings, cookie cutters—all found at thrift stores} mixed with glittery ornaments and shiny silver balls create a stunning monochromatic tree.
At Jones Design Company, we love adding beauty, creativity and delight into everyday life. From home decorating to crafting projects, thoughts on raising four little ones to musings about ordinary things that make us smile, my hope is to inspire and encourage. It is a joy and an honor to share with you bits of our life ... please come by to say hello!

Each month we offer a giveaway collection, that is simple to enter and gets you inspired for the season.

Need inspiration for a project? The tutorials page is full of simple and pretty projects. Here are a few favorites:

... CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE FOR THE PRINTABLE FILE ...